0 THAT
1DIDN’T
QUALIFY

HE’S

GARETH BALE (Wales)

THE undoubted star of the Champions League
Final, the only focus of Bale’s summer will be
whether he stays at Real Madrid or not. Wales
finished third in their group behind Serbia and
Ireland.

ONE OF

VIRGIL VAN DIJK (Holland)

THE new Dutch captain’s imposing presence
improved the Liverpool rearguard after his
arrival in January, but the 26-year-old won’t
be in Russia after his side struggled in a
group with France and Sweden.

ALEXIS SANCHEZ (Chile)

AFTER a marvellous couple of years,
winning two Copa America titles,
the Chileans ran out of steam in
the latter stages of South American
qualifying, finishing sixth, enabling
the Manchester United man to get a
rare summer off.

LEONARDO BONUCCI (Italy)

THE Azzurri’s play-off defeat to
Sweden led to the removal of
manager Giampiero Ventura.
Bonucci was recently named
captain by new boss Roberto
Mancini.

EDIN DZEKO (Bosnia)

THE 32-year-old striker has scored
65 goals in the last two seasons for Roma.
However, Bosnia had a terrible qualifying
campaign, finishing third in their group.

RIYAD MAHREZ (Algeria)

THE Leicester winger is closing in on a €80m
move to champions Manchester City but won’t
be at the World Cup after Algeria picked up just
four points from a four-team qualifying group.

DAVID ALABA (Austria)

THE Bayern Munich regular for seven seasons
is still only 25 years of age. Linked again with
a move to Real Madrid, Alaba
is on vacation after Austria
finished fourth in Ireland’s
group.

WILFRIED ZAHA (Ivory
Coast)

I WONDER who has more
regrets right now. Gareth
Southgate, after England let
Zaha go or the Crystal Palace
winger for his decision to
represent the Ivory Coast, who
were beaten by Morocco to a
place in Russia.

Bale

JAN OBLAK (Slovenia)

THE 25-year-old Atletico
Madrid goalkeeper is rated
one of the best in the
business, but he won’t be in
Russia after Slovenia came
fourth in England’s group.

Sanchez

CHRISTIAN PULISIC (USA)

ONE of the hottest prospects
in European club football,
the 19-year-old Borussia
Dortmund attacker has over
20 caps for the USA but they
slumped to fifth place in
Concacaf qualifying.
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Alaba

I

OUR
OWN

N THE neighbouring
coastal Connemara villages and townlands of
Dawros, Letterfrack, Tullycross and Renvyle, Harry
Kane is — and always will
be — one of their own.

During the World Cup this part of
County Galway will proudly follow
the exploits of the England skipper
and attacking talisman who was
fondly known as ‘Little Harry’ on
family visits back to his ancestors’
home place when he was a child.
For Kane’s late grandad, Michael
John, was born and reared in this
captivating tapestry of Atlantic inlets, towering peaks, rugged fields
and narrow, winding roads before
emigrating to London in his late
teens just after World War Two.
For Michael John, the eldest of six
boys and six girls and whose family mixed farming with fishing as
a livelihood in the townland
of Dawros, it was a natural
step to take as it has been
for countless other Irish

PAUL LENNON speaks EXCLUSIVELY
to Yvonne and Liz Kane, cousins of
England skipper Harry on the rich
Connemara community that the
goal machine hails from.

families, particularly rural, for
generations.
Local community activist,
historian and broadcaster Michael
O’Neill — who worked as a primary school teacher in the area for
many years — conducted a survey
of the pupils’ roll books from the
Eagle’s Nest national school in
Renvyle between 1940 and 1960
and arrived at a figure of 84.6 per
cent when it came to the number
of boys and girls in the two-room
school who emigrated.
“That figure would have been
reflected across the area in all
national schools at that time and
the entire 100 per cent of the girls
between 1940 and 1950 from
that school emigrated,” explains

O’Neill. “They tended to leave for
London, Manchester, Birmingham,
New York, Chicago, Boston and
even for Bute, Montana because
of the mining rather than Galway
or Dublin. That’s because previous
generations had gone to those
cities and they felt more at home
in the community.”
Michael John married Limerick
woman Teresa and he, his son
Pat — Harry’s father — and other
sons and daughters maintained
the strong bond between the
Kanes who made their home in the
British capital and their brothers,
sisters, aunts, uncles and cousins
in the west of Ireland by making
as many trips home as they could
over the decades.

TALENTED FAMILY: Musicians and cousins
of Harry, Yvonne (left) and Liz Kane play in
the Seafarer and (above inset) Patrick Sammon & Arlene Faherty behind the bar of the
Anglers Rest pub in Tullycross, where Harry
watches the football when he is visiting
So it came as no surprise to anyone that when Michael John passed
away in May 2013 his instructions
for his funeral were simple: he
wished to be buried in Baunogues
cemetery outside Letterfrack and
that he was to make his last journey by ferry having never flown in
a plane.

T

hat early summer interment was
Harry’s last visit to
his people’s home place,
coinciding as it did with
the acceleration of his
own career in the 2013-14
and 2014-15 seasons with
Tottenham Hotspur.

But his father Pat and other
relations were back as recently as
the May Bank Holiday and armed
with a Spurs shirt personally signed
for their local, The Anglers Rest in
Tullycross, which sits beside the
Maol Reidh Hotel that’s managed
by Harry’s aunt Monica and her
husband Jack.
“They always stay with Monica

but come in to watch the football
here,” says Anglers Rest owner
Patrick Sammon.
“The Kanes are part of this community and have been for many,
many years. It’s great to see Harry
doing so well — he’s such a great
fellow.”
Last week, as the eyes of the
sporting world began to focus on
Russia, the opposite end of Europe
represented by north west Connemara’s rocky terrain and craggy
peninsulas — set against the twin
backdrops of the towering Twelve
Pins and Atlantic — lived up to the
long held belief of many that this is
God’s Country.
There was barely a ripple on the
sea, turf harvesting by centuriesold means had started and the
welcome influx of tourists sweltering under the blazing sun helped
to fill the seats of The Cloverfox in
Letterfrack with hungry lunchtime
diners who indulged in the finest
local seafood.
“This is the best summer we’ve
had since 1976 — we’ve had this

weather for almost four weeks
now, not a day or two we usually
just about enjoy,” smiled one hardy
lobster fisherman on Derryinver
pier whose catch graces the dining
tables of grand establishments in
France and Spain.
Letterfrack has been transformed
from the sleepy backwater once
best known for its dreaded industrial ‘school’ for boys that closed
in 1974 having inflicted savagery
on the lives of many innocents
wrongly sent there.
Today, almost 300 students attend the impressive furniture and
design college housed in the old
reformatory building while Connemara Community Radio is based in
the village that annually welcomes
hundreds of American students for
courses during the summer.
Later that evening in Letterfrack,
two of Harry’s close relations
— renowned musicians Liz and
Yvonne Kane — were joined in John
Varley’s Seafarer pub and restauContinues next page

HARRY EVER AFTER: The signed
jersey that Patrick Sammon received
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Continued from page 7
rant by piano box player Mirella Murray,
Riverdance star Jean Butler and her sister
Cara for a memorable gig.
Liz and Yvonne are first cousins of
Harry’s dad Pat and can legitimately claim
to have been the most famous members of their family until a certain Spurs
player started to find the net with some
regularity.
After all, they have toured throughout
Europe and the USA, were members of
Sharon Shannon’s band, The Woodchoppers, for three years and are regarded as
amongst the finest fiddle players in traditional Irish music having recorded albums
with Jackson Browne and Steve Earle.
“Do we feel upstaged by Harry — not at
all, we’re delighted that Harry has done
so well,” laughs Liz heartily.
“I can clearly recall his dad coming
home — we are more his dad’s era — and
know him better.
“We have always been a close family.
It’s certainly not a case of ‘oh, you’re
famous, we’re close to you!’.
“The family who moved away have
always come home.
“His dad is such a dote and Harry is
a lovely fellow. His grandfather was a
gentleman, an absolute gentleman and a
great talker.
“About five or six years ago we began
to hear about Harry’s progress as a footballer. We are really proud of our cousin.
“Mum and dad are in the house on Sundays and if Spurs are playing they cannot
relax until the game is over.
“The Sunday dinner goes on now for
even more hours than it used to.”

vonne — who augments
Y
work as a musician with
her role as a pilates instructor

locally — admits that the Kanes
are now confirmed football
fans.

“Growing up, none of us followed
football — we didn’t follow Manchester
United or Liverpool,” explains Yvonne.
“It was only when Harry’s name began
making the headlines we started following him. Now we know all about the
Premier League and Champions League!”
Liz and Yvonne’s brother James — a
regular at White Hart Lane and Wembley
with sibling Mark — explains the
affectionate nickname.
“He was known as ‘Little Harry’ as his
older brother Charlie was always that bit
taller than him growing up,” says James.
“Harry’s very genuine and very homebased and it’s all about family — his
mummy and daddy. He hasn’t changed a
bit since he was young, not at all.”
Antagonism towards the England football side in Ireland has gradually eroded
in recent decades, although that does not
equate to Irish football fans giving unconditional support to Gareth Southgate’s
side. The rivalry remains intense.
But for many football followers here,
how Harry Kane fares in the next month
will be central to their viewing of the
tournament. It certainly will be amongst
the Kanes in Connemara.
“We’ll watch the World Cup for sure and,
absolutely, we’ll be shouting for Harry
until our lungs are gone,” adds Liz.
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KANE WAS INTERESTED IN
DECLAN Rice is secured for the
future of Irish football while Jack
Grealish opted out of playing
for the Boys In Green in 2015 at
a stage of his career when his
off-pitch antics placed his entire
future in jeopardy.
So how close did Harry Kane —
another player qualified for this
country by virtue of his grandparents’ birthplaces — come to
playing for Ireland?
By the time that Martin O’Neill
spoke to Harry Kane’s agent Will
Salthouse in early 2015, the
striker’s international career was
already set in stone.
In spring 2015, Kane had
graduated from scoring three
goals in 10 Premier League games

by Paul Lennon
in the 2013-14 season to Spurs’
prolific marksman who would
sign off the following campaign
with 21 goals in the league and
31 in all competitions.
“The order of events — though
I don’t think it’s really important
any more — is that, initially, the
agent got in touch and said that
Kane would have a keen interest
and we wanted to go and chase
it up,” explained O’Neill ahead
of Ireland’s Euro 2016 qualifier in
March 2015.
“But then I noticed in the newspaper where he said he wanted
to play for England. And that has

remained the same. Someone was even speaking to him
recently and that was exactly the
same conversation. Fine, if that’s
the case.”
Then aged 21, Kane was a
regular in the England Under-21
attack having represented the
Three Lions at Under-17, 19 and
20 levels from early 2010.
Despite Kane’s lengthy England
underage career, the FAI’s
London-based scout, Dubliner Pat
O’Toole, had kept in close touch
with Kane’s father Pat and liaised
with Ireland Under-21 boss Noel
King on the player’s progress at
Spurs.
In fact, O’Toole was upbeat that
Kane was seriously considering

‘Do
we feel
upstaged
by Harry
— not at
all, we’re
delighted
he has
done so
well’

GOLD STANDARD: Harry Kane with one of his golden boot
awards for top Premier League goalscorer and (inset left)
Harry Kane’s cousins, musicians Yvonne Kane (Fiddle player
in black 2nd left) & Liz Kane (3rd left) playing in the Seafarer
pub in Letterfrack joined by Jean Butler (left) of Riverdance
fame & her sister Cara Butler during a trad session

IRELAND CAREER
switching allegiance to the green
jersey after a loan spell at
Championship side Leicester City in
the second half of the 2012-13
season.
At the start of the 2013-14 campaign, Kane was keeping his mind
open to declaring for Ireland
but Tim Sherwood — Tottenham’s then technical director — persuaded him to
stick with England with
Sherwood’s appointment as first team boss
at White Hart Lane in
December 2013 resulting in a bigger role
for Kane in the
first team.
SherKANE INTEREST:
Martin O’Neill

wood’s influence during that crucial 12-month period and Kane’s
subsequent success in 2014-15
would see Ireland’s hopes of securing Kane’s allegiance evaporate.
In March 2015, Roy Hodgson
named Kane in his squad for the
Euro 2016 qualifier with
Lithuania and friendly
against Italy in Turin.
Within 80 seconds
of his introduction against the
Lithuanians, Kane
had scored and he
started alongside
Wayne Rooney up
front four days later
against the Azzurri
and that was that.

GOLDEN BOOT
IS TOP PRIZE
HARRY KANE will feel like an
Olympic champion if he wins the
World Cup Golden Boot ahead
of Lionel Messi and Cristiano
Ronaldo.
That is the view of Gary Lineker,
who beat Argentina’s Diego Maradona to win the award at Mexico
’86 and still regards it as the highlight of his glittering career.
Lineker scored six times as
England made it to the quarterfinals, where they fell victim to
Maradona’s ‘Hand of God’ and
‘Goal of the Century’ strikes.
The former Tottenham, Barcelona and Everton striker went on to
become one of England’s greatest
goalscorers, winning club honours
at home and abroad.
But his Golden Boot from that
tournament remains his prize
possession — and he reckons it
would mean just as much to Kane
if the Spurs striker can follow in
his footsteps.
Lineker, who is the only Englishman to top the World Cup scoring
charts, said: “It means a lot
because that’s the gold medal in
your distance, or your sport.
“If you’re a goalscorer, it’s the
equivalent of winning the 100m
gold medal in the Olympics. I
know ours is a team sport but we
are all individuals in it.
“Believe me, we all care about
our own performance more than
anything else. Looking back on my
career, my personal high was winning that. It’s a World Cup. Some
of the greats in the game have not
managed to win that.
“I know it’s about performing in
a short period of time and getting
a bit of luck, the team going well
and stuff, but it’s one of the few
things I look back on with perhaps
the greatest pride.”

by Paul Brown
Asked whether he believes Kane
will be as desperate to win it as he
was Lineker did not miss a beat.
He said: “Absolutely. As will
Ronaldo and Messi. They all will.
If you’re a goalscorer, you want to
score more than anyone else. You
want to do the best job you can
possibly do.
“The nice thing about football,
compared to say acting or singing,
is there are statistics to back it up.
People can’t argue.”
Although Kane is banging in
goals at club level for fun, he drew
a big fat blank at Euro 2016, his
first major tournament.
But Lineker, too, was a rank outsider for the Golden Boot ahead
of the World Cup in Mexico and
believes Kane can win it, even if
England start slowly once again.
Back in 1986, England lost to
Portugal and drew with Morocco
before Lineker, wearing a cast on
his injured arm, caught fire with a
hat-trick in a 3-0 win over Poland.
That was enough to send them
through to a second-round tie with
Paraguay, where he scored twice
in another 3-0 win before his sixth
came in the loss to Argentina.
He said: “I was under pressure.
I’d been five or six games without
a goal for England. I’d been
injured. I was lucky Bobby Robson
left me in the side.
“But I was thinking about it
from the start, even in the first
two games. I was thinking that if I
could get myself out of the group
stage, I’d have a chance.
“Even if no-one else believed it,
apart from my dad! He got me at
14-1 to win the Golden Boot. But
he probably lost his winnings on
the cards!”

RAISE THE CUP:
Gary Lineker at the
1986 World Cup
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IN BRIEF

Tohill’s
excellent
weekend
■ John KENNY
DUBLIN’S double European
Rallycross class champion
Derek Tohill capped a great
weekend at Mondello Park, with
his Fiesta taking top place in the
Super Final on both days.
Tohill finished ahead of Noel
Greene’s Mirage, and also
placed third each time in the
Supercar Finals, which were
rounds of the British Rallycross
Championship.
Former title holder Julian
Godfrey won the main British
race each time, with Limerick
man Ollie O’Donovan finishing
as runner-up on Saturday.

Tangled

But O’Donovan’s Focus tangled
with another car in yesterday’s
semi-final and he didn’t qualify
for the final, leaving current
points leader Oliver Bennett to
take second place after leading
for half of the race.
Tohill also had problems in his
semi-final, and had to start the
final from the back of the grid.
But, to the delight of the large
crowd, he made a sensational
getaway and was up to fourth
place by the end of the opening
lap, picking up another position
during the remaining laps.
Willie Coyne and Pearse Browne
shared wins in the Modified finals,
with Ciaran Murphy and Keith
Kerrshaawe the top drivers in the
Production races.
LOCATION
The Murray brothers,INEoin
and
Niall, took turns to beat each
other in the Fiesta Zetec classes
with yours truly seventh in
Saturday’s 10-car final.

SOCCER

Where amps go
up to eleven and
Big Brother is
always watching

Paul
LENNON

In Philadelphia
paul.lennon@thestar.ie

EXCITING: Action at Mondello

POWER IN
TOP 20 ON
US TOUR
■ Richard BUTLER
SEAMUS POWER got his first
top 20 finish of the year on
the US PGA tour as he ended
tied for 18th at the Barbasol
Championship in Alabama.
Power (pictured) had
a slightly disappointing final
round of 69, but
his good tee-togreen form
recently suggests an even
higher finish
could be on soon.

Chance

The event was won by
Grayson Murray as his threeunder-par 68 was enough to
win by a shot on 21 under on
a topsy-turvy final day.
Neither Chad Collins (20
under) or Scott Stallings (19
under) could win despite
shooting rounds of 60 earlier
in the tournament.
And Tag Ridings threw
away the chance of victory
after a double bogey seven
on the 16th, allowing Murray
to seal victory.

MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS

ONE minute, we were
starring in a low budget
remake of This Is Spinal
Tap — moments later
the media had walked
onto the set of Nineteen
Eighty Four.

In fact, we had only turned
up on Saturday morning to
cover the FAI AGM in the
comfortable surroundings of
the Hotel Kilkenny.
Those of you unfamiliar with
the eighties’ riotous send-up of
the pompous rock world and
the superb adaptation of the
George Orwell book of the
same name should ‘take five’
and quickly refer to YouTube.
Such is the paranoia of certain senior FAI figures that the
association sought to exclude
the media from the public
lobby of the hotel — I was
asked by four people, three of
them FAI employees, what I
was doing there!
Instead, the five reporters
and three photographers were
asked to remain in a remote
‘holding pen’ — coffee and
cookies were provided —
before the signal came through
to one of the many security
personnel that we were being
allowed into the meeting.
Cue our bids for Equity cards
as we found ourselves playing
out the scene when the members of the fictitious British
rock band Spinal Tap get lost

Paul
LENNON

Reports

REPORTS

paul.lennon@thestar.ie

Paul
LENNON
REPORTS

Paul
LENNON
COMMENT

paul.lennon@thestar.ie

while trying to walk between
their dressing room and the
stage of a Cleveland arena
during a tour that is deteriorating with each passing day.
Up the stairs we were led by
the polite but clearly puzzled
security guy, dodging a large
hen party seeking early checkin, edging past the startled
waitresses setting the tables inREPORTS
the dining paul.lennon@thestar.ie
room for lunch,
through another dining area,
up two flights of a fire escape,
through a door, past toilets,
along by a shuttered function
room bar before entering the
back of the room where we
were squeezed in at the rear.
is on a par with and often surpasses the efforts of those in
Bizarre
the GAA — some of whose
Welcome to the increasingly members seem to believe in a
bizarre world of the Football bizarrely over-inflated sense
Association of Ireland.
of their own contribution to
Now, before I’m accused of the cultural and sporting fabbeing anti-FAI and anti-foot- ric of this island.
ball, let me acknowledge the Last week saw the latest editremendous work done every tion of the FAI’s football festiday of the week by dozens of val in Kilkenny — a tremenassociation staff and tens of dous celebration that will leave
thousands of volunteers in the a lasting legacy in the county.
game for the betterment of the And Saturday’s gathering
globe’s most popular sport — and subsequent EGM connot for personal gain or to firmed Niamh O’Donoghue’s
massage their ego.
election to the FAI board, now
Their dedication to football 11 strong, as the Women’s
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ACCOUNTABILITY: FAI chief
paul.lennon@thestar.ie
executive John Delaney speaks paul.lennon@the
at
the association’s AGM in Kilkenny,
where he avoided doing a press
conference following the event

Committee received belated
recognition at this level.
But why it took two years of
talks between the FAI and
WFAI to finalise this agreement is beyond belief and only
when women make up a sizeable number of the board can it
be claimed that real progress is
being made in this area of gender equality.
Now back to the movies and
the FAI tribute to Orwell’s
novel that depicts the character Winston Smith’s every
move being watched by the
Thought Police through a
screen in his home after Britain

becomes a totalitarian state
where Big Brother rules.
It’s now more than a decade
since the FAI AGM last debated and voted on rule changes
— these are now dealt with at
EGMs where the media is paul.lennon@
not
allowed in.

Paul L

Agenda

You can still submit motions
for discussion but delegates
have long since given up bothering with this aspect of
democracy. There was not one
single motion on the agenda.
Maybe Friday’s golf outing at
Mount Juliet and Friday
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CUTTING THE RIBBON: (Left to right)
Celine Glynn, Ryan Glynn, Roddy Collins,
Steve Staunton, Kevin Dundon, Ross
Glynn and Tom Glynn of Direct
Wholesale Kitchens & Bedrooms Ltd

TRANSPARENCY: FAI chief
executive John Delaney speaks to
delegates at the association’s
Annual General Meeting at the
Hotel Kilkenny in Kilkenny

IT’S SOCIAL
STUPIDITY!
roddycollins
EXCLUSIVE WEEKLY COLUMN

THERE was a time when footballers’
only claim to fame was earned on the
football pitch. But not anymore.
Thanks to social media, some players
develop an aura about themselves that
is part reality, part illusion.
Along with my wife Caroline, I spent
several hours in the company of Ireland,
Liverpool and Aston Villa legend Steve
Staunton and his wife Linda down in
Edenderry, County Offaly on Saturday.
The chef Kevin Dundon was also present and we had a great afternoon.
Naturally, Stan and I got talking about
football and how the game now contrasts between his heyday in the late
eighties through to the early noughties.
And we both lamented the fact that
social media is intruding into football in
a way that is affecting what happens on
the pitch.
Stars are under constant scrutiny
when out in public, they simply cannot
feel that they have real privacy.
While the wages for Premier League
players are huge, we were wondering if it
can compensate for living your life
through social media that is controlled
by someone else’s phone.
Stan agreed that he is more than content that he played for less money during
his career compared to now. He and his
teammates enjoyed greater privacy.
The other aspect of social media that
neither of us could get our heads around
is the constant need to be making

HISTORIC: Niamh O’Donoghue,
the first female to be elected to
the FAI board, with chief
executive John Delaney (left)
and president Tony Fitzgerald

night’s dinner for delegates are
more important than ensuring that
football in this country is run in an
open and transparent manner.
Instead, we were treated to report
after report from board members of
how often their committees met,
who sits on the committees and how
magnificent the past year had been.
Most were recorded previously
and delivered on large screens. Even
Winston Smith would have found
them hard to endure.
Despite stating only a few weeks
ago that he would probably hold a
post-AGM press conference, chief
executive John Delaney declined to
hold one. FAI president Tony

Fitzgerald also opted not to meet
the press.
Maybe one brave soul among the
122 delegates might stand up and
ask questions which the media were
prevented from doing.

Breakdown

How about the following topics for
starters:
The chronic under-funding of the
League of Ireland by the FAI; the
situations at Bray Wanderers and
Athlone Town; the downturn in the
fortunes of Ireland under-age sides;
the financial millstone that remains
in the €34m debt owed on the Aviva
Stadium; the expenses enjoyed by

all senior FAI employees; the total
debts of €39m; a breakdown on the
€6.5m costs that blew a hole in the
€11m earned from Euro 2016; are
any League of Ireland clubs owed
UEFA prize money by the FAI for
their participation in last season’s
two European club competitions.
But, hold on, how could anybody
ask a question? For the agenda no
longer contains the heading
‘Any Other Business’.
At least we got a smile out of
the FAI AGM.
But for those who love football and
dedicate their lives to it, what
transpired on Saturday was far
from a laughing matter.

videos, taking pictures and making
comments.
Look at the video antics of Paul Pogba
and Romelu Lukaku a few weeks ago
when they were on holiday in California.
Last week, Kyle Walker made me cringe
when he posted a video about how much
he hated leaving all those great people
in Spurs as he joined Manchester City!
“Tell them the truth,” I roared at the
screen, “you’re doing it for the money!”
Stan was equally scathing in his views
and reckoned that his Liverpool, Villa
and Ireland teammates would not have
tolerated such behaviour.

Infantile

Neither of us can hold back the tide of
social media use, but I feel that managers must instil discipline in their players
and tell them that it’s strong displays in
games that will ensure they become
great players — not infantile social
media accounts.
Spirit and attitude means so much in a
footballer, and at all successful clubs
there are true leaders.
These are the people who set high
standards in games and how they carry
themselves when on club duty.
If you have one of them at your club,
then you are blessed but the great sides
have them everywhere.
A leader would quickly let it be known
that social media hits and likes count for
nothing in football.

KOP SHOULD CASH IN

PRICE TAG:
Philippe
Coutinho is
wanted by
Barcelona

BARCELONA are willing to pay
Liverpool €80m for Philippe
Coutinho.
The Reds should take
the arm off Barca
and use the money
to strengthen their
squad.
The Brazilian is a
class act and when
he is on top form,
Liverpool can be
unstoppable in the final
third of the pitch.
But there’s a lack of consistency about his performances that worries me.
Barca see Coutinho as a

replacement for Andres Iniesta
and it’s easy to see why.
However, if Coutinho is worth
€80m, how much would ex-Liverpool star Peter Beardsley be
worth now?

Attack

Beardsley was also that talismanic figure in the Reds’ attack
under Kenny Dalglish and he
rarely, if ever, had an ‘off day’.
Barcelona may improve
Coutinho but had Beardsley
made that same journey to the
Nou Camp almost 30 years ago,
then the coaches would have
been buying the finished article.
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60 YEARS SINCE UNITED’

MEMORIAL: A Manchester United
tribute to Liam Whelan at his grave

By Paul
LENNON
CHRISTY Whelan attended his
first Bohemians’ game at
Dalymount Park in 1946 and his
warm, distinctive smile can still
light up the main stand on
match nights.

The Gypsies have always been close
to Whelan’s heart with his love for the
game nurtured by his father who hailed
from Pearse and Hanover Streets on
Dublin’s south inner city and where he
won FAI Junior Cup honours with
Brunswick in 1926.
Yet Bohs must take second place in
Christy’s affections, for younger brother Liam is the figure for who his pride
runs deepest and is tangible with every
word spoken of the late Busby Babe.
But the first week of February each
year always brings the shadow of that
terrible day in 1958 when Liam and
seven of his Manchester United team
mates died at Munich airport.
On the third attempt to take-off after
a scheduled refuelling stopover on
their way home from a game in
Belgrade, the BEA Ambassador aircraft hit slush
on the runway, preventing it becoming airborne
and sending it
through the
perimeter
fence
and
ploughing
into the side
of a house.
Of the 38
passengers
and six crew on board, 23 lost their
lives on that snowy, cold, grey afternoon or during the weeks that followed
— eight United players, club secretary
Walter Crickmer, squad trainer Tom
Curry and chief scout Bert Whalley;
eight journalists, two crew members
and two other passengers.
“Liam’s death was a terrible shock
and was frightening and after all the
years, it still has a real effect,” admits
Christy Whelan.

‘After all
these
years, his
death still
affects me’

Bulletins

“February is a tough month,” adds
Christy who recalls the evening when
the news first trickled through on
radio news bulletins.
“There was a strike on in Dublin
Corporation at the time and I had been
on picket duty that day.
“I was at home that evening sitting by
the fire side with my mother and sister
Alice at the back.
“I heard the front gate open because

Busby’s assis
and said ‘I’m
afraid Liam
didn’t make i
you could hear the latch. I looked out
clock. What’s wrong?’”
and saw Charlie Jackson walking up
“Of course, the plane had crashed
the path. Charlie used to run
as Charlie then told us.
Liam’s team at Home Farm.
“I tried to comfort my mother
“From Charlie’s face I sensed
and Alice did the same then I
that something was wrong.
ran up to our neighbours two
‘Charlie, what’s wrong?’, I
doors up who had a phone. I
asked.
rang the Irish Independent
“’Have you heard nothing?’,”
and asked to speak to their
replied Charlie. My mother
football reporter WP Murphy.
was with us by this stage and
“The Independent confirmed
she would always be watching
that it had heard the news about
the crash but had no further
the clock in the house when she
knew Liam was playing away CALL: Murphy details. When I got back home I
from England.
put on the radio and there were
“’Charlie, they are home — look at the
news’ bulletins every few minutes nam-

ing those who had survived.
“They had found Bobby Charlton who
was alright. Later that night [United’s
assistant manager] Jimmy Murphy rang
our neighbours and I went down to the
house.

Sympathy

“‘Christy’, said Murphy, ‘we have bad
news — you have heard about the crash
and I’m afraid that Liam did not make
it’. I was stunned and all I could say was
‘Jesus, help us’. Jimmy said that the club
sent on its deepest sympathy.”
Matt Busby visited the family several
months later after he had made a recov-

ery from his own injuries
stage threatened his life an
the Scot to hospital for sever
Whelan’s funeral brough
Dublin’s northside to a stan
cortege made its way fr
airport, via Santry, down t
Road, along Dorset Street
Circular Road through Phib
the church in Cabra whe
attended Mass on many occa
Former Taoiseach Ber
remembers being one of the
Home Farm players who lin
road through Drumcondra i
“While I don’t have any cle
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’S MUNICH AIR DISASTER
TRAGEDY: The
crash scene
and (left) the
‘Busby Babes’
Manchester United
team which was in
accident; (inset
left) former United
boss Matt Busby

stant rang
m
DISASTER:
Chaos at the
crash scene
and (right)
Liam Whelan

it’

that at one
nd confined
ral months.
ht parts of
ndstill as the
om Dublin
the Swords’
t, up North
bsborough to
ere he had
asions.
rtie Ahern
hundreds of
ned the main
in tribute.
ear recollec-

tions of the Munich crash
itself I have a strong
memory of being part of
the Home Farm guard of
honour for Liam in
Drumcondra,” says Ahern
who was then six years old
and would later play for the
famous schoolboy club and
also become a fan of
Manchester United.
● Home Farm will hold a
wreath laying ceremony at its
Whitehall grounds tomorrow
night to honour the late Liam
Whelan. All are invited to attend.

ANNIVERSARY: Liam’s brother Christy Whelan speaking
to former Taoiseach Bertie Ahern, who was in the guard
of honour at Liam’s funeral, at a memorial ceremony

NEVER FORGOTTEN: Liam’s remaining siblings Rita, Christy and John at his
graveside in Glasnevin with Manchester United representative David Mushell

HOW TALENTED
STAR BECAME
CLUB’S TALISMAN
IN AN era of very limited live
coverage of football, fans grew to
■ Paul LENNON
love Busby’s Babes through the
newspapers or newsreels shown
with deep pride how Liam graduprior to the main feature at their
ated from Home Farm to become a
local cinema.
key figure in the Busby Babes.
However, Irish football supportMaking his way through United’s
ers had witnessed this vibrant, joyB and A sides, Whelan made his
ful, attacking United side just five
first team debut away to Preston
months earlier when the visitors
North End in March, 1955, scored
put an impressive Shamrock
his first goal at this level a week
Rovers to the sword 6-0 in a
later in the 5-0 Old Trafford defeat
European Cup preliminary round
of Sheffield United and ended the
first leg at Dalymount Park in a tie
season with seven league appearthat ended 9-2 in the English
ances and one goal.
champions’ favour.
Campaign
Liam Whelan grabbed two
The following campaign saw him
goals that evening on a pitch
play 13 league games and score
that he once dreamt of playfour goals but it was the 1956-57
ing on while a student at the
season that really saw the
neighbouring St Peter’s
Dubliner — now 21 — come
School.
into his own as United’s
Sixty years later,
attacking talisman.
Gregg and felHe netted 22 times
low remaining
in 39 First Division
survivor
outings, found the
Bobby
net four times in
Charlton
the FA Cup and
are now
added three in
central to
the team’s trip
United’s
to the European
commemCup semi-finals
orations
where they were
from that
beaten 5-3 on
dreadful
aggregate by Real
afternoon.
Madrid.
And yes“Liam won the
terday,
United’s player TRIBUTE: Richard Addison man of the match
and
Anna
Bogle
of
Home
trophy in the 1957
liaison officer
Farm FC with a tribute to
FA Cup final when
Dave Bushell
Liam
Whelan
who
played
for
Peter McParland
laid a wreath at
the
club
in
his
youth
scored both goals
Liam’s gave in
for Aston Villa in
Dublin’s Glasnevin
their 2-1 win,” adds Christy.
cemetery before fittingly moving
By this stage, Whelan was also a
the short distance to do the same
senior Ireland international having
at the plot where the club’s long
made his debut in the 4-1 friendly
serving Ireland scout Joe
win against Holland in Rotterdam
Corcoran is interred.
in May, 1956 alongside Noel
Team
Cantwell, Con Martin, Frank
Tomorrow evening at Home
O’Farrell and Arthur Fitzsimons.
Farm’s famous Whitehall base
Whelan was now a key figure in
in Dublin, Liam’s remaining
Ireland’s aspirations — later frussiblings —Christy, John and
trated — of making a historic
Rita — will be joined by other
debut appearance in the 1958
relatives, friends, Home Farm
World Cup finals.
members, Liam’s former team
Sadly, by the time that his United
mates and others to pay tribute in
team mate Harry Gregg was
a ceremony on the 60th anniversaemerging as a hero for Northern
ry of the tragedy.
Ireland in the tournament in
Older brother Christy remembers
Sweden, Whelan was dead.
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